North America’s most advanced provider of custom
data intelligence solutions to drive your business forward.

Forklift accidents result
in 34,900 serious injuries
annually.

ScreenSTOP
Smart Safety Solution
ScreenSTOP is a patent-pending intelligent in-motion technology solution that
eliminates the hazards associated with in-vehicle computer displays installed on lift
trucks and other vehicles. It reduces operator distraction by immediately “masking”
a driver’s onboard computer display when movement is detected. ScreenSTOP
provides Instant reaction time using a High-Speed Proximity Sensor.

The Problem
Operators of vehicles and lift trucks can become distracted by onboard computer displays which
increases the risk of critical injuries. Companies expose themselves to liability, expensive litigation,
and loss of productivity due to preventable accidents. Current blanking technology such as Accelerometers,
Global Positioning System (GPS) or Motion technology-based solutions have deficiencies such as:
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The Solution:
Let’s get Technical
ScreenSTOP is customizable allowing specific content
to show through the masking.
Sensor and controller unit can be mounted on a variety
of vehicles or other machinery.
Tamper resistant technology defends against attempts
to disable ScreenSTOP from operation.

Mobile Technology
Solutions
Route1 is a global leader in full end-to-end
mobile technology solutions. We design, deliver
and implement business and safety solutions
in innovative technology for the manufacturing,
warehousing and logistics marketplace.

ScreenSTOP generates analytical data helpful
to management in accessing productivity
and operations.
Rugged tablets and vehicle mounted terminals.
OS supported - Windows, Android.
Sensor works equally well in either direction
(forward and reverse).

Our expertise
is data.

Key Benefits
IMPROVES
SAFETY

While you focus on your expertise, we focus
on ours: data intelligence. Together, we can
build the map that puts you on the road to
long term, sustainable advantages that will

DECREASES LIABILITY
AND LEGAL EXPENSES

INCREASES
PRODUCTIVITY

result in a stronger, more secure, and highly
efficient organization.

24/7 Customer Care
No one treats their customers better than
Route1. We understand that in your line of

LOWERS OPERATIONAL
EQUIPMENT COSTS

Route1 is the parent company of operating subsidiaries Route 1 Security

work, seconds matter. Our customer support
team is there for you with the answers you
need when you need them.
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